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Er. G. cuy %utliy ,

Dear Sir

The Legislature now has before it the matter of making prow 3sion
for a now compilation of the Oklahoma Statutes. As a member of the senate
end as a member of the State Bar, I €m interested in providing the state
with the very best Statute it is amble to secure.

One of the two measures now pending in Senate Bill Bo. 230, copy of
which I am Inclosing. The other measure pending in Senate roint Resolution
No. 2', which directly authorizes the Harlow Publishing Company, of
Oklahoma City, to publish a Statute under dir+iation of the Code Commiission
composed of five zrnbors from the Senate sad the House, only three of the
members being lawyers.

This matter of a new Statute 1s, to my mind, one of the very important
q,,uest ions before the Legislature and for that reason I would appreciate your
views, end any suggest 1 m0 Wu have to make we ild receive most careful
consideration.

I believe I am voicing the sentiment of all menbera of the Legislature
when I say it is my des ire to handle this matter in the manner most sat is-
factory to the Bench and Har t as well as the people of Oki homa.

As this matter very vitally concerns the Courts and lawyers, and
through these organizations, the we lfare of the people generally, I think the
State Bar as an organization should make known thete wishes and views and
for that reason I an inviting you as a member of the Hoard of Governors and
as an individual lawyer, to write ma fully and frankly as to what you think
of the two measures I have referred to.

As the tine for adjourxm nt is drawing near, I would appreciate a
reply at your early convenience.

RrI
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Match 10th, 1930

Hon. Allen G. Nichols
State Senator
OKLAH01d? CITY, Oklahoma

Dear Senator%-
I received your letter, with enclosure of Senate B ill No. 230

and in reply thereto hav3 to advise: that I had already received a copy or two

of the bill, and while I did know about the other Joint Resolution, you speak

about, I was favorably impressed with the present bill ( 23' ) . I am not

impelled to this opinion because of the recognition of the Board of Governors,

although I am of the belief that those men,as deeply interested as they are in

the affairs of lawyers generally, and particularly in having an acceptable

cod 	 tern $B Z^4nclusion rather because of the fact that Bill No. 230

makes a competitive matter of the compilation. I have always found such

procedure is apt to bring out the best where is to have in any commodity, and

am of the belief that such would be the result in the present matter s Of

course "home industry" should have its cull recognition, but not to the

extent of losing the best there is to have in the way of a code. I have had

occasion to hear much criticism of the Harlow Publications, objections to

the reports they publish, briefs they print and other matters. I am not

advised in this matter, and thereforehave no opinion, but such criticism, it

seems to me, even if unfounded, would ::arrant the procedure provided in No. 230

rather than granting a direct monopoly to any one concern.

I have some rather set notions as to the indexing and CROSS—INDEXING of any

new Code, and perhaps others have many more and much better than I. These could

be better considered under No. 230, than by delivering a sealed contract to any

one concern., Thanking you for your favor and wishing you success in your
present field, I am.,	 Yours Respectfully, C Guy Cutlip
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